In neural network theory the complexity of constructing networks to approximate input-output (i-o) functions has been of recent interest. We study such complexity in somewhat more general context of approximation of elements f of a normed space F . We assume, as is standard for radial basis function (RBF) networks, that available approximations of f , as well as information about f , are limited. That is, the approximation of f is constructed as a linear combination of a limited collection of basis elements (neuron activation functions), and the construction uses only values of some functionals at f (e.g., examples or point values of f ). Such situations are typical in RBF network models, where one wants to build a network that approximates a multivariate i-o function f . We show that the complexity can be essentially split into two independent parts related to information "-complexity and neural "-complexity. Our analysis is done in the worst case setting, and integrates elements of information-based complexity theory (for information complexity) and nonlinear approximation theory (for neural complexity). We consider deterministic and/or randomized approximations using information possibly corrupted by noise. The results are illustrated by examples including approximation by piecewise polynomial neural networks.
Introduction
In Kon and Plaskota (2000) , an information complexity theory for radial basis function (RBF) neural networks is studied. It is shown that in the study of RBF networks, two types of complexity, information complexity and neural complexity, interact in simple ways in the determination of their joint complexity theory. Information complexity gauges the amount of information about an unknown input-output (i-o) function f which is necessary for its approximation to a given tolerance (by any approximation engine), while neural complexity gauges the number of hardware processors (neurons) necessary in a network for the ?approximation of the function. It is assumed (as for standard feedforward networks) that each processor P j computes a single function d j (x) , and that the network computes linear combinations of the functions d j (x). In standard RBF networks, the classes of allowed neural functions d i (x) generally consist of simple transformations of a single function, the reproducing kernel for a Hilbert space. In this paper, we show connections of the above theory to a general formulation which has interesting applications and theoretical rami cations for more general classes of neural networks, as well as more general function approximation paradigms. In particular the theory we study here places in a natural setting notions involving informationbased complexity and nonlinear approximation, yielding some basic results for what might be called information-based nonlinear approximation. In its most general formulation, the problem we consider is that of approximating an element f of a normed linear space F. The following two approaches, among many others, to solve this problem seem most typical. In the rst approach, one assumes that available information about f is partial and/or noisy. For instance, if F is a space of multivariate functions, the only information about f may consist of some samples of f, and these can be in addition corrupted by noise. Even if arbitrary approximations are allowed, the lack of complete information causes an inevitable error of approximation since there are usually many functions sharing the same information. This kind of thinking is typical of information-based complexity (IBC) and can be applied to problems related to scienti c computations, and to numerical computations in particular. An approximate computation of multivariate integrals (that arise, e.g., in nancial mathematics) is a primary example. The reader is referred to the monographs of Novak (1988) , Plaskota (1996) , Traub, Wasilkowski and Wo zniakowski (1988) , and Traub and Werschulz (1999) . In the second approach, one assumes complete (unlimited) information about f, but is restricted computationally to approximations in a special class or set. If this set is a nite-dimensional linear subspace of F then we are in the domain of classical approximation theory. Recently, however, much attention has been devoted to nonlinear approximation (NA), where the set of possible approximations is in fact nonlinear. Typically, on the premise of limited computational resources, one seeks a k-term approximation of the formf = P k j=1 a j d j , where d j are appropriately selected from a dictionary D F of \basis functions" which are typically chosen because they can be used to represent the functions f in our set compactly. In this case, we again have some error of approximation, but now it is due to restrictions on possible approximations; see, e.g., Temlyakov (1995, 1997) . Methods of nonlinear approximation have been successfully applied to signal and data compression; see, e.g., Bergeaud and Mallat (1996) for applications to so-called matching pursuit methodologies. Appropriate choices of D might depend on whether the signal is a speech signal (with D a class of phoneme signals), a cardiac signal (a class of \standard" heartbeats plus variations), a stock trend (a multiresolution class of wavelets appropriate to Brownian motion), or from a normed linear space of smooth functions (an appropriate class of RBF's). In the latter case, this way of thinking is present in solving various approximation-theoretic problems arising in feedforward perceptron models of neural network theory. See, e.g., Chui, Li, and Mhaskar (1996) , Mhaskar and Micchelli (1995) , or Pinkus (1999) for a nice recent survey of the topic. At rst sight, the above two assumptions have little in common. Yet there are situations where both of them are present. For instance, a general paradigm of neural network theory is a network built to approximately compute values of a (possibly complicated) input-output function f (which typically encodes a real-world phenomenon). The network is not arbitrary -it depends on a set of parameters are chosen in a learning process based only on a collection of examples Nf = (f(x 1 ); :::; f(x n )) of f. The learning process is nothing but collecting information and making use of it, and limited information is generic here. Indeed, interest in information complexity is founded on the fact that in many situations information about a function f to be approximated is limited; indeed the only functions for which full information is available are those which are speci ed analytically. On the other hand, with the natural assumption of limited neural resources, nonlinear approximation (e.g., how well we can approximate an input-output function with a limited number of neurons) then becomes central. Thus the assumptions ofIBC and NA nd a common ground in neural network theory. The purpose of this paper is to study a combined model for the approximation problem, where information about f, as well as allowed approximations, are limited. The concept of information is adopted from IBC, and the concept of approximation is adopted from NA. We use the term network to denote a k-term approximation, as such an approximation can be viewed as an (arti cial) neural network with a single hidden layer containing k neurons. Examples are provided by radial basis function networks and feedforward perceptron networks. Our goal is to construct a network approximating f with error at most ". More speci cally, we seek to determine the number n = n(") of observations of f and the number k = k(") of neurons in the hidden layer that are necessary and su cient to perform this task. The analysis is done in the worst case setting. We remark that in some standard settings in which the space of functions F is a Sobolev class, there is an optimal choice of the dictionary D, consisting of translates of the reproducing kernel for F (Kon and Plaskota, 2000) . When other choices of D are appropriate, RBF results in the above work in fact extend to more general function classes, as we will show here. We introduce two crucial notions of complexity. Information "-complexity, IC wor ("), is the number of observations necessary and su cient to construct an "-approximation in the IBC model (limited information and unlimited approximations). Neural "-complexity, NC wor ("), is the number of neurons necessary and su cient to obtain an "-approximation in NA model (unlimited information and limited approximations). Note that both quantities have already been studied, though the term`neural complexity' is new as used here. Obviously, IC wor (") and NC wor (") provide lower bounds for the number of observations and neurons, respectively, in the combined model. It turns out, however that these two complexities essentially provide upper bounds as well. This holds not only for deterministic approximations, but also for randomized approximations, and for information possibly contaminated by noise. Almost optimal approximations (networks) are essentially compositions of the best approximations from IBC and that from NA. Thus, as shown in a more speci c setting in Kon and Plaskota (2000) , the study of the complexity in the combined model can be essentially split into the study of information complexity and neural complexity, as two independent notions. Interestingly, the word`essentially' above can sometimes be dropped (i.e., the lower bounds are sharp) as shown in an example of Section 3, where approximation in Hilbert spaces is analyzed. Thus we may say that the combined model is not only where IBC and NA meet, but also where they split. We have already mentioned that we will also study randomized, or Monte Carlo, approximations. It is well known that randomized approximations are usually not much better for information complexity in the worst case setting. We show a corresponding result for neural complexity. Hence randomization does not help much in the combined setting as well. It often happens that optimal approximations in the case where approximations are unlimited depend linearly on information, and these are actually n-term approximations. In such cases we have NC wor (") IC wor (") and the question is whether it is possible to use fewer neurons than observations to constuct an "-appoximation. This point is well illustrated in the problem of L 1 -approximation of functions f : 0; 1] ! IR from the H older class C r; or Sobolev class W r;p , where approximations are restricted to piecewise polynomials of degree s and are based on observations of f. Let, for instance, s = r and information be exact. Then, in the H older class, we need (" ?1=(r+ ) ) observations and neurons, and (almost) optimal approximations use equidistant knots; hence the knots are independent of f. In the Sobolev class with 1 < p < 1 we need (" ?1=(r+1?1=p) ) observations, but we can reduce the number of neurons to (" 1=(r+1) ). The nal approximation uses di erent knots for di erent f's. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the essential notions of information "-complexity and neural "-complexity. In Section 3, we de ne the combined model and show basic facts about best approximations and complexity. We also give an important example of approximation in a Hilbert space. In Section 4, we analyze whether randomized approximations can be better than nonrandomized approximations. In Section 5, we brie y discuss noisy information. The obtained results are nally applied in Section 6 to piecewise polynomial approximation of H older and Sobolev classes of functions. We use worst case machinery and deterministic or randomized approximations to answer our complexity questions. In a forthcoming paper we will study the corresponding questions in an average case setting. 2 The two notions of complexity We rst formally de ne the two crucial notions of "-complexity. We use a rather general framework. We assume that F is an arbitrary normed space with norm k k, and we want to approximate elements f 2 F. Example 1 We recall one particular result that will be used later. Let F be an in nite dimensional separable Hilbert space over the reals with the inner product h ; i and corresponding norm k k. Let f j g j 1 be a complete orthonormal system in F. We de ne the class F to be an ellipsoid,
where 1 2 3 0 is a xed sequence. Suppose that the available information about f consists of observations of arbitrary continuous linear functionals at f. It is well known that then the best n observations are given as y j = h j ; fi; 1 j n; (4) and the best approximation (assuming no restrictions) equals f = '(y) = n X j=1 y j j ; (5) which is also the center of the corresponding set F y . Moreover, the nth minimum 
Neural "-complexity
Suppose now that we have full knowledge of f, but we restrict our approximations A(f) to be of a special form. More precisely, we distinguish in F a set D called a dictionary.
We are interested in approximations of the form Example 2 Consider the problem of approximating an f in the ellipsoid (3) of Example 1. We now assume unlimited information, but we want to produce a k-term approximation to f using the dictionary D = f j : j 1 g; (7) where j 's are as in Example 1. It can be easily seen that then the following approximation is optimal. We rst nd the k largest coe cients jh j ; fij in the expansion f = P 1 j=1 h j ; fif. Denote by S the set of k indices corresponding to these coe cients.
Clearly, S may be di erent for di erent f's. The best k-term approximation is then given asf = (f) = X j2S h j ; fif:
What is the error of this approximation? A closer look at the problem shows that the worst case error is obtained for an f for which the coe cients jh j ; fij are all the same for 1 j k + 1 m, and h j ; fi = 0 for j m+1, where m is some integer. Proof Since the lower bound is obvious, we show only the upper bound. To this end, we present an approximation A (f) = ' (y), y = Nf, whose error is not bigger than the upper bound plus some > 0. The approximation is given as ' (y) = (' I (y));
where ' I : Y ! F is an interpolatory approximation using N, and : F ! F k is a mapping with error e wor ( ) s wor k + . Hence the network is constructed in two steps. We rst choose the interpolatory approximation g = ' I (y), and then we construct an almost optimal network for g consisting of at most k neurons.
Using the triangle inequality and (2), we now obtain for any f Thus the problem of constructing "-networks can be essentially split into two separate and independent parts corresponding to information complexity and neural complexity. It is enough to know both complexities to determine complexity of constructing "-networks.
For some concrete problems we are able to provide more precise analysis. Here is an important example.
Approximation in a Hilbert space
Consider the problem de ned in Examples 1 and 2. That is, we want to approximate elements f from the ellipsoid (3). Approximations use the dictionary (7) and are constructed based on evaluations of some continuous linear functionals at f. Suppose rst that we want to construct an approximation using n observations and k neurons. Then we can use the following strategy. We rst observe the coe cients (4), i.e., y j = h j ; fi for 1 j n. If n k then the nal approximation is given by (5), otherwise it is given byf = A (f) = P j2S y j j , where S is the set of k indices j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng for which jy j j are largest possible.
Bounds for the error of A easily follow from Lemma 1. It turns out, however, that this error actually equals the lower bound, which means that A is optimal. We have the following, rather surprising result. i.e., A is an optimal approximation that uses n observations and k neurons.
Proof Let f n be the orthogonal projection onto spanf j : 1 j n g, i.e., f n = P n j=1 h j ; fi j . Then A (f) = A (f n ) and 
The lower bound follows from the fact that the squared minimum error of an n-term approximation for f = n+1 X We can draw the following conclusion from Theorem 2. In order to construct an approximation with error at most ", it is necessary and su cient to use n = IC 
Randomization
We now consider a nondeterministic case where the information is obtained and/or the network is built depending on a random side-parameter t. Thus an approximation procedure is now formally de ned as a family A = fA t g t2T , where T is an arbitrary set with some probability measure ! on a -eld of T. For a given random parameter t we have A t = (N t ; ' t ), i.e., the approximation to f is obtained asf = ' t (y), where y = N t (f) is information (1) about f. That is, we randomize with respect to information and/or networks. The main question is whether randomization can be used to reduce complexity in the combined model. In order to answer this question, we rst have to adapt the notions of error and complexity to the nondeterministic situation.
The error of a random approximation A = fA t g is de ned as We now show a result corresponding to Theorem 1 from the deterministic setting.
Theorem 3 In order to obtain a randomized approximation (6) Here ; > 0 are arbitrary numbers satisfying 2 + < 1.
Proof Since the lower bound is again obvious, we concentrate on the upper bound. Let be arbitrary positive number such that (2 + )" + ". We take N = fN t 1 g t 1 2T 1 and ' = f' t 1 
We also have that ("): The question whether randomization can signi cantly help for information complexity has been studied in IBC. In this case, we may randomize the choice of functionals to be observed and/or the number n of them. It is well known that randomization helps signi cantly for numerical integration (Monte Carlo methods). However, we deal here with the function approximation problem. For such problems, randomization usually does not help. More precisely, there are some su cient conditions known for randomization not to help, see, e.g., Novak (1988) . The question whether randomization helps for neural complexity seems not to have been studied yet. Obviously, the only way to reduce the neural complexity is by varying the number of neurons in approximations, depending on the value of the random parameter. It turns out, however, that this can help very little. 8" 1 > 0:
Indeed, let ' : F ! F be such that kf ? '(f)k " and it uses a network from F k with probability p k to approximate f. Letting " k = inf 2F k kf ? k we then have that " P 1 k=0 p k " k and the average number of neurons used for f is l = P 1 k=0 p k k. This and convexity of give
which yields (12) . Remark 2 One can actually show the following. For f 2 F and " > 0, letk(f; ") be the lower convex envelope of k(f; "), i.e.,k(f; ") k(f; "), 8" > 0, and for any other function k 1 (f; ") satisfying the last inequality we have k 1 (f; ") k (f; "), 8 Since k(f; ") is never convex (exept for some trivial cases), randomization always helps; however, for many problems, we can gain only a little using randomization.
Remark 3 Theorem 4 can also be used to determine how much randomization of the number of observations may help for information complexity, i.e., it holds when NC wor (") is replaced by the information complexity of the class of information with nonvarying numbers of observations, and NC ran (") is replaced by information complexity with varying numbers of observations depending on a random parameter.
Noisy information
In this section, we discuss a generalization of Theorem 3 to the case of noisy information. Note that, in practice, observations are usually contaminated by noise. That is, each piece of information is given as y j = L j f + z j ; 1 j n; where z j is noise in jth observation. We assume that the noise is random. (Another possibility is deterministic noise.) More speci cally, z j 's are independent random variables distributed according to some known distribution p j on IR. The parameter j represents noise level and j = 0 corresponds to the situation when there is no noise with probability one. A primary example is the Gaussian noise in which case p = Normal(0; 2 ):
Formally, noisy information is a pair (N; ), where N represents the choice of functionals L j to be observed and represents the choice of precisions j . Both, L j and j , as well as the total number n of observations, can be in general selected adaptively based on the previously obtained values y 1 ; : : : ; y j?1 , see Plaskota (1996) for more details. An approximation to f is, as always, given as '(y) where y is noisy information about f. Thus an approximation procedure is a triple A = (N; ; '). Similarly to the noiseless case, in the randomized setting, an approximation procedure is a family A = fA t g t2T , t !, where A t = (N t ; t ; ' t ) is a deterministic procedure.
The error of A in the`noisy' case is de ned by adding another integral which is due to noise, e ran?noi (N; ; ') = sup Here
We also have to introduce the cost of noisy information in order to be able to de ne information complexity. Our model of cost is again taken from Plaskota (1996) , and e ran?noi , respectively. We can similarly dene information "-complexity, NC wor?noi ("), for noisy but nonrandomized information. Note that the presence of noise does not change the de nition of neural "-complexity NC ran ("). However, in the combined model, the nal approximation ' t (y) to f depends not only on the random parameter, but also on the noise, because so does the information y about f. It turns out that a result analogous to Theorem 3 holds in the case of noisy information.
Theorem 5 In order to obtain a randomized approximation (6) with error at most " using noisy information, it is necessary to pay at least IC Recall that randomization does not help much for neural complexity. We also have that randomization does not help for information complexity in the presence of noise, as shown in Plaskota (1996a) . Thus Theorem 5 can be interpreted as follows. Even if randomized approximations are allowed, the best approximations use essentially NC . We restrict our considerations to nondeterministic case, as randomization does not help much for these problems, see Novak (1988) and Plaskota (1996a) .
We rst consider deterministic and noiseless situation ( = 0). In this case, formulas for the information complexity in given classes of functions are known and can be found in, e.g., Heinrich (1993) or Novak (1988 where 1=p + 1=q = 1 (with convention 1=1 = 0).
Proof We recall the proof as some of its elements will be used later. The upper bounds are obtained by piecewise polynomial interpolation of degree r (or of degree 1 for r = 0). More speci cally, we take n = kr + 1 and equidistant samples f(j=n), 0 j n. (14) Observe that this selection essentially depends on f. Note also that x j 's satisfying (14) exist for any f 2 W r;p . Indeed, if this were not true then there would be 0 < x j < : : : < x k < 1 such that r+1=q which contradicts P k j=1 j = x k < 1. (In the last inequality we used concavity of x 7 ! x ? for > 0.)
The network approximating f uses the selected knots x j , i.e., Thus we need at most " ?1=(r+1) neurons to build a network with error " for all f 2 F. The proof is complete. 2 We now comment on Theorems 6 and 7. For the dictionary D s with polynomials of degree s less than the regularity r, it is impossible to construct networks with nite error in any of the H older or Sobolev classes, since the neural complexity is in this case in nite. Let s r. Then, to construct a network with error " > 0 in the H older class C r; , it is necessary and su cient to use (" ?1=(r+ ) ) function values and the same amount of neurons. Moreover, the (almost) optimal sample points x j are equidistant and equal to the knots in expansion (6) . In particular, they are chosen independently of f. The same applies for the Sobolev class W r;1 , i.e., we have to use (" ?1=(r+1) ) equidistant samples and knots. The situation changes for W r;p with 1 p < 1. If r = 0 and p = 1 then it is again impossible to approximate with nite error in W 0;1 since information complexity is in nite. For r > 0 or 1 < p < 1 the equidistant sampling at (" ?1=(r+1=q) ) points (with 1=p + 1=q = 1) is still (almost) optimal, but we need only (" ?1=(r+1) ) neurons. The knots x j of the network approximating f are in this case selected adaptively, i.e., these depend on the obtained information about the values of f. For instance, assume the minimum smoothness r = 0, and p = 2. Then we need (" ?2 ) samples, but only (" ?1 ) neurons. We also comment on practical construction of the (almost) optimal networks. The construction is quite easy in cases where IC (which is known to exist). This is in general not an easy task. In case p = 2, we may use the property mentioned in Remark 1 with T(f) = kf (r+1) k p to obtain that f y can be chosen as the natural spline of degree 2r + 1 interpolating data y = Nf. In the second step, we select k = k(") = (" ?1=(r+1) ) knots x j for f y using condition (14) , and then we interpolate f y at x j 's by a network with k neurons. Note that the resulting network = (y) need not interpolate the original function f at any of the x j .
Let us now consider the`noisy' case > 0. By Plaskota (1996a) 
